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When I heard about the opportunity to write in the Year 12 Pin Oak: 
Legacy Edition, I questioned myself about what it means to have ôa 
legacyô. And so I thought of the traditional custodians of this land, 
the Gundungurra people, whose country includes Burradoo ï óa 
place of many brigalow treesô and the land upon which we have 
been privileged to receive our education. 

In acknowledging this as Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander land, 
I cast my mind back to a óBig Historyô lesson in Year 10 where my 
then teacher, Mr Braddock, tried to help us perceive the age of the 
universe by imagining it as a timeline the width of the classroom. 
On that scale, we understand the human timeline to be a paper-
thin sliver in the vast expanse of time the universe has existed. 
Similarly, to grasp the perpetuity of continuous cultural connection 
between our First Nations peoples and this entire continent, Iôll try 
converting something massive into a more manageable scale for 
the purposes of clarity. 

So here we go. Oxley College will celebrate its 40th anniversary in 
two years. Thatôs two generations. Australia has recognised itself 
as a nation for around six generations. The historical ýgure of Jesus 
Christ, whose teachings have shaped the ethics and morality of 
millions of Australians, walked the Earth about 100 generations 
ago. The First Nations people of Australia have been traditional 
custodians of this continent for over 3,000 continuous generations, 
as I understand it. A minimum 60,000 year history of unbroken 
relationship with country. And Aboriginal nations did so with such 
skill, knowledge and understanding on the driest inhabited continent 
on the planet that their harmonious relationship with nature now 
o ers a guide to a more sustainable future. This is a legacy for 
humanity. 

On a generational scale then, Oxley College itself represents the 
paper-thin, knife-edge sliver of time. Put another way, if Oxley 
College were included in a 3,000 page book, óAustralian Historyô, 
we would appear on the last page. Federation would be ýve pages 
earlier. As the oldest living culture on Earth, the First Nations people 
of Australia are considered the ýrst amongst First Nations peoples 
globally. It is only right that we pay our respects to Elders past and 
present. 

On behalf of the Class of 2021, I am honoured to have shared 
my learning experiences on the ancestral lands of the traditional 
custodians, the Gundungurra people, and I pay respect to Elders 
past and present. I recognise that First Australians never ceded 
sovereignty. This continent always was and always will be Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander land. 

By Alexander Reichenfeld

Legacy, A 
retrospective
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Jenny Ethellôs speech at our special 
Assembly on the ónormalô traditional last 
day for Year 12.
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What an extraordinary journey for an extraordinary group of 
young people! It is a clich® that leads to plenty of eye-rolls for 
every Year 12 cohort, that the HSC óis a marathon not a sprintô. 
Every marathon runner knows that they must run for 26.2 miles 
ï not a mile more, not a mile less. However, the Year 12s of 
2021, with the ýnish line in sight, were told to stop, take a 
breath, and then go an extra mile. No other year group has had 
to experience this as they approach their HSC and the pinnacle 
of their school career.
Our Year 12s were in Year 9 when I started at Oxley. Being 
the U15 rugby coach in 2018 was one of my most enjoyable 
experiences in that year and I got to know many of them 
well; a connection that I have valued in the years since. In 
the following year I taught them in Cornerstone, when they 
pioneered a re-vamped Year 10 Cornerstone course and in 2020, 
we introduced a Year 11 Philosophy course for the ýrst time; 
again, it was this year group that were the pioneers. So rather 
than marathon runners, in the spirit of John Oxley, perhaps we 
should characterise them as pioneers. We will have challenging 
years ahead, but none will be like 2020 and 2021. The Year 12 
of 2021 will be able to draw upon their experience and wisdom 
from these times to help steer us all through the uncertain and 
volatile world we will face in the coming decades.
This year I have quoted the Prayer of Serenity a couple of times 
in Year 12 meetings. I do so again here, as I believe it is of 
great relevance to all of us in these times, for those of all faiths 
and none:

God grant me the Serenity to accept the things I cannot change,
Courage to change the things I can
And the Wisdom to know the di erence.
There is much to look forward to at the end of this term. We 
will hold a Graduation Evening on Wednesday 1 December for 
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Junior SchoolWhere it began…
For some of us graduating Year 12s, we were lucky 
enough to begin our journey at Oxley College early. The 
primary school opened when our cohort was entering 
Year 3.  Moving schools halfway through our primary 
school journey was bound to be somewhat di cult, as we 
prepared to leave what had become familiar to our eight-
year-old selves. Yet in the chaos of moving schools (to an 
entirely new school nonetheless), it is fair to say we all 
found ourselves extremely welcomed by both the wonderful 
sta  and each other. The next three years entailed great 
adventures for our small cohort. From our group swimming 
lessons, to achieving the all-great ópen licenseô in Year 4, 
to Mrs Mulrayôs fabulous óGold Rush Dayô activities, and 
everything in between, itôs fair to say that Oxleyôs primary 
school taught us much beyond classroom curriculum. 
We have evolved from children to young adults together, 
supported by the comfort and familiarity we bring to one 
another through friendships formed over the past 10 years, 
which will likely continue beyond our last days at school. 
It has been an honour to watch the primary school grow 
and change over the past couple of years. We will always 
be grateful for the sense of community, experiences, and 
friendships that Oxleyôs primary has granted us! 
By Liv Pride

Myself and twenty three other Year 3 students walked into 
Mrs Marshôs classroom for the ýrst time when Oxleyôs Junior 
School opened, the 2012 ófoundation studentsô. Although 
this wasnôt the start of our schooling journey, it was the 
start of our Oxley experience. Something that will stay 
with many of us for a long time to come. No matter the 
year we were in, the teachers would give us the reminder 
ï ñone day that will be youò. One day some of us would 
be the Junior School House Captains, one day we would 
have our own Kindergarten Buddies. As we made our way 
through the óranksô of the Primary School, this admiration 
of the big Year 6 students turned into that of the even 
bigger high school students. The concept that we would 
one day be in their position was frightening and hard to 
comprehend but, before we knew it, we were in Year 12, 
had gone on Outback and were doing the HSC ourselves. 
The memories made in Oxleyôs Junior School are distant, 
but some have stuck with me more than others; the House 
sports carnivals, lunchtime horse games which involved 
lots of jumping over tables, watching Behind The News on 
a Friday afternoon and our Year 6 graduation dinner. 
By Madi Shields
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YEAR 9YEAR 9

The time I got lost on Cockatoo Island and called the teachers on 
the lanyard given to us and all of them went to voicemail (thanks Mrs 
Tregenza) – Georgia

Year 9 was one of the best years 
for me at school. I loved rites of 
passage and gaining my own 
sense of independence and still 
being with friends. Botswana 
was absolutely amazing as well, 
I would do anything to go back! 
– Luca

ROP: top tip never wander away from the 
group otherwise you end up getting left 
behind at the shopping centre and have 
to call a teacher to come get you. Nepal 
Trip: It was one of the most memorable 
birthdays I have ever had. – Molly

If you do Rites of Passage 
or overseas, remember to 
bring a pillow. – Cameron

In Botswana, canoeing through the 
Okavango Delta. I will remember 
that for the rest of my life. – Laura

Year 9 was the beginning of electives. The first topic for drama was ‘Improvisation’, 
which is probably the most terrifying topic they could’ve begun with. Being stupid 
in front of people - yikes. Fair to say those feelings have subsided now and I would 
give anything to play one more game of Mafia with that group :( - Ruby

During the first few minutes of arriving 
in Nepal, I remember stepping out of 
the plane and looking in amazement at 
the giant mountains which stood tall in 





YEAR 11YEAR 11
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YEAR 12YEAR 12

Outback was an exhausting yet refreshing 
experience. Everyone enjoyed simply talking to 
people on the bus that you wouldn’t normally talk 
to. Most nights I would be woken around 2am by 
a sleepwalking tent-mate who would always tell 
me in his sleep that we needed to pack up before 
the teachers got mad. I suppose he had some kind 
of reputation to uphold... I was also Tennis captain 
which was fun. Logan

Definitely the 
outback experience 
and completing 
major works. - Alex

Year 12 has to have been the best year for me. 
There have been so many special moments for 
me this year. Whether it was playing paranoia 
on the Bus during Outback, watching movies 



An Ode to Gymnastics, School Hats and Teal 
Notebooks

On my ýrst day of Year 7, a girl in my science class whispered 
to me that her mum was going to let her sign up for the Oxley 
Gymnastics team Mrs Cunich ran. Instantaneously I was 
enthralled at the prospect, picturing myself standing proud 
atop an Olympic podium after dazzling an adoring crowd 
with my impeccable beam routine. For the next few weeks, 
every afternoon Iôd rush home to practice doing cartwheels 
on the trampoline and during every assembly Iôd pay close 
attention to be sure I wouldnôt miss the announcement 
of the supposed team tryouts. The dialogue in my head 
constantly planning my eventual autobiography detailing 
how I owed my Olympic glory to my humble beginnings 
on my beloved schoolôs team. As months passed it soon 
became clear that there was indeed no Oxley gymnastics 
team. My brewing Olympic aspirations dashed within a 
single momentary realisation.

Five months prior to Gymnastics-gate I stood with my mum 
in the school uniform shop in an oversized school dress 
that hung to my ankles. This was a very special day indeed; 
I got the whole day o  school! And spent the afternoon 
instead of wasting away in my year six classroom reciting 
timetables, watching the height of nineties straight to 
video cinema: Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen in ñTwo of a 
Kindò. From the corner of my eye, I spotted the pinnacle 
of private school fashion. For context, I had always been 
obsessed with Enid Blytonôs ñMallory Towersò book series 
and nothing said ñmidnight feasts and jolly hockey sticksò 
like a slightly faded white school hat that sat in the second-
hand school uniform section. I begged and begged my 
mum to buy it, professing it would be pivotal in inspiring 
a Mallory Towers esque high school experience. In reality, 
as my ýrst day arrived I  let my mum take one picture 
of me in the hat  (Which I have later learnt through my 
copious research is referred to as the polybraid hat in the 
hat branding industry) before I threw it beneath my bed 
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ART
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MUSIC

Almost all of my time at Oxley has been spent alongside my involvement in 
Oxleyôs music programme, which I joined all the way back in 2013. From playing 
in front of my class to performing in eisteddfods as a member of the junior band, 
my ýrst few years at Oxley were littered with various musical opportunities. As I 
entered High School, the opportunity for performance and musical development 
expanded dramatically, and before I knew it, I was involved in bands and events 
both in and out of school. Alongside my involvement in Oxleyôs events and 
ensembles, I have been a member of the Southern Highlands Concert Band for 
the last few years, and have been to music camps and other events outside of 
school.

From the early days of my experience with music, I have always felt that Oxley 
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JESSE NOAD
What was the hardest part of doing a monologue?

Iôd say the hardest part of doing a monologue is starting it. I think choosing the 
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Yearbook Quotes
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I took two dogs already, they are in the back 
of my van. 

Are we lining up alphabetically or in height 
order? Either way you’ll find me up the front!

Better late than never.

Hakuna Matata - the problem free philos-
ophy.

If your going to fight, fight like you are a 
third monkey on the ramp to Noah’s Ark and 
brother it’s starting to rain.

Rose Barnett fan club.

Your’re not you when you’re hungry.

High tides float all boats.

Tough times never last, only tough people 
last. 

Plenty of cowabunga and a little bit of 
ka-chow.

High school really wasn’t a musical.

Woohoo!!!!

Thank God that’s over.

I know that I know nothing. The Socratic 
Paradox.

Goodbye everyone I’ll remember Oxley in 
therapy.

A thesaurus is the only thing that got me 
through high school.

Opportunity is a fire in the night holding back 
the darkness of regret. Only you can collect 
the wood to keep it alive. Make it grow.

Oy with the poodles already - Lorelai Gilmore.
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If you try and fail, try again.

Live, Love, Laugh.

I’m too busy writing history to read it.

Issue 131

I hate alphabetical order.

Ya like Jazz?

Just nut it out.

Issue 131

Be good to the world and the world will be 
good to you.

Slow burner.

Issue 131

Don’t talk much at Oxley but why would I ?

Never give up in any situation cause you will 
get there.

Issue 131
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Grace Ayling Most likely to have the best laughZachary Bamber Most likely to play FifaRose Barnett Most likely to have an identity crisisPearl Bendle Most likely to be caught daydreamingArlo Berry Most likely to marry AzizJames Blissett Most likely to know how to fix the teachers 
computer

Oliver Bragg Most likely to be the biggest heart breakerArabella Brown Most likely to become Tik Tok famousJack Butcher Most likely to always have long hair out of  
school

Jordan Butcher Most likely to be a gentleman Lily Carman Most likely to need a snackLucy Cavanough 
Quince Most likely become a mountain bike model 
Georgia Cheaib Most likely to need a rideSophia Cheaib Most likely to have their name pronounced 

incorrectly
Will Clark Most likely to have the hottest dadAndy Cornick Most likely to rock a Gucci getupJack Crowley Most likely to shout food Max Currie Most likely to supply all the lolliesWill David Most likely to eat anything they seeMax Davis-Rice Most likely to get the all-round good bloke 

award
Logan Dobler Most likely to become an entrepreneur Tom Dunn Most likely to be the hostAinsley Everett Most likely to use humour as a coping 

mechanism
James Feetham Most likely to make a spelling mistakeHavi Francis Most likely to get MaccasCodi Gibbeson Most likely to only drink bottled waterBianca Gibson-Brown Most likely to become a famous artistMia Gillis Most likely to have a 10 year gap yearCharlotte Greenop Most likely to have main character momentsAsher Hagan Most likely to become wolf  of  wall streetIvy Hayes Most likely to get people lost on Duke of  EdIngrid Heinrich Most likely to be the MVP of  the year groupAbbey Henderson Most likely to get ID'd until she’s 30Conor Hendry Most likely to be late because they over -slept

Ella Jackson Most likely to become an activist
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James Feetham
What have you learned during your time at Oxley?

My time at Oxley has been educational to say the least. Iôve learned more 
about myself in past few years then Iôd care to admit. Iôve learnt a few key 
fundamentals, such as making things unnecessarily hard is great for your 
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Coming o  the back of a really unusual and tiring year of COVID-19 
lockdowns, Outback provided us newly promoted year 12ôs with a chance 
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In 1956 the Duke of Edinburgh Award was announced by Prince Phillip, 
an idea that had been seeded in his imagination since at boarding school 
in the Scottish Highlands. Following 65 years of evolution, it has come 
to lead many of Year 12 2021 through perspective-altering experiences 
unimaginable in our daily lives. However, out of the hundreds of hours 
completing the award, which of these has remained with me most vividly? 
Which has had the greatest impact? Maybe the time spent talking with 
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What have you learned during your time at Oxley?
Over my years at Oxley I have learnt a range of things ï some things will prove 
to be useful in the future, and someéless so. I have learned how to disguise a 
PETAL paragraph as an intellectually crafted essay. I learned that the best item 
from the canteen is the baguette ï great bang for your buck. Joining choir is not 
only fun but itôs the best way to get out of class during the last week of term. You 
MUST add a constant when integrating indeýnite integrals. Always have a back-up 
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Extract
Out of fear for her poorly father, Beauty 
begged to mirror to take her home ñPlease 
O magic mirror, take me home to my family!ò  
Beauty disappeared in a cloud of smoke, 
leaving a lonesome Beast in her absence 
The house was ýlled with ugly. Rain bucketed 
down, threatening to spill in. Cold seeped 
through under doors and windows, creeping 
in, captivating its guests. Ugly words, ugly 
comments still rang in the air from minutes 
ago, thickening the air.  
Tension grasped its calloused hands around 
my neck, squeezing, su ocating as I packed 
a bag. His contorted animalistic snarl as he 
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I love Oxley Rugby.
I have played Rugby since I was 5 years old, and as such have been involved in various teams 
and clubs. None compare in comradery and fun when in contrast to Oxley Rugby. Whilst we 
at Oxley are not division champions, Rugby feels like the premier sport at the college. The 
support in which we are accustomed to receiving from both students current and past is 
unmatched and speaks to the culture in which is built around Oxley Rugby.
In many ways Oxley Rugby was the deýning factor that ensured my stay at the college. I 
truly love this sport and all my teammates. Oxley Rugby has consistently sought to provide a 
heaven for those students whose potential is not always realised in the classroom.
Thereôs been various highlights in the navy/gold rugby jersey for our year. Whether these 
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PARTING ADVICE
When life gives you lemonade, make lemons.

Nothing is truly lost until your mum canôt ýnd it. 

Don’mai4-Lget n’mao have fun!mons.


